1. The Picts carved lots of different animals on their stones. Some of them were wild monsters! Find one on the stones and draw it here.

Give your creature a name:

...............................................................................

2. The Picts also carved pictures of real animals. Find the Drosten Stone. It looks like this:

There are lots of animals on it. Which animals can you see? Circle them below:

Owl  Snake  Bear
Deer  Goat  Eagle
Boar (wild pig)  Fish  Cat

3. Look at the other stones. Find another picture of a real animal.

Draw it in this box and write what it is.

.............................................................................

I'm Cal the Pict. Look for clues around the museum to answer these questions!
4. How many stones have pictures of deer on them? Look carefully!

5. Sometimes the Picts carved shapes or symbols on their stones. We don’t know what they mean. Look for these symbols on the stones.

   How many of each can you find?
   
   Double -disk  Z-rod
   
   Crescent  Mirror
   
6. Find some stones that show people.

   Use the carvings to help you draw a picture of a Pict.

Well done! By looking at the stones you have learned lots about the people who lived here 1300 years ago.